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DoitleI really hate those people who are out there protesting about the poor civilians. You know
what!? Why dont you go protest in Iraq infront of Sadam! Oh wait, you can't cause youd have your
heads cut off. Only in America can you protest like this... Think about in the past, could you
protest in Communist Russia? How about China? (Think Tianemen Square), Nazi Germany
maybe? 

Why don't people actually face facts instead of just fighting the war for no reason. You know what
the US convoys going through Iraq keep being greeted by? Iraqi civilians! Waving and celebrating!
Oh think about the poor iraqi child who will be attacked by that mean ol' US... Yeah right! Alot of
them are so happy to see us! Think of the poor little Iraqi kid who has to watch as Sadam's men
slowly kill his parents! There's your real problem. 

Interviews of Iraqi citizens have shown that for many this war is the greatest thing since sliced
bread. One was even quoted as saying he'd rather have himself blown up by an American bomb
then have his family wait longer to be freed from Sadam's rule. 

I also found it ironic that I forget which news station it was again, but they where interviewing
African Americans about the war. And the guy said, "I dunno about the white people, but among
us, war is never a good thing. I don't know one of us who is for the war, and Bush needs to listen
to the Minority." Hmm... War is never a good thing? So if you could you'd go back and stop the
Civil War? Maybe he never heard of a little thing called... O I dont know... SLAVERY.

Well that's the end of my rant for now... If I think of something else I'll post it.

well...hello there Trent Lotte...nice to finally meet you. Just because people said war isn't a good
thing...doesn't mean it's not a necessity at times. I'm sure they'd agree that the Civil War and
WWII were necissary.

so your saying people are retarded for using their rights for the exact purpose they were give to
them? The fact that we are able to be out there protesting is one of the biggest things seperating
us from Iraq or any other of the countries you've mentioned. It's called "freedom", look into it...
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